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Foreword
Troy Duster
Can a robot or an algorithm be racist? A s imple question with a very s imple
answer. The reason why there is some confusion in the varied responses to
this question is directly related to how much context and history is known
about what goes into the computer programming. If the programmer knows
little or nothing about the substance of the matter (e.g., from outside their
own culture), the chances are very high that the seeming neutrality of “data
in” will miss when there is racism embedded in the algorithm. Let’s take two
basic elements of a democratic society: voting rights and marriage eligibility.
As a heuristic tool, it will be useful to contrast the voting access and marriage
eligibility of a Japanese person of Burakumin descent (in Japan) with how
American citizens of recent European or African descent in the United States
are affected by voting rights and marriageability.
Here are the first lines from a New York Times report of September 1, 2017:
“The calls started flooding in from hundreds of irate North Carolina voters
just after 7 a.m. on Election Day last November. Dozens were told they were
ineligible to vote and were turned away at the polls, even when they displayed current registration cards. Others were sent from one polling place to
another, only to be rejected. Scores of voters were incorrectly told they had
cast ballots days earlier. In one precinct, voting halted for two hours.”1
On the surface, a strong social tradition or law determining the contours
of eligibility can appear neutral, but a bit of knowledge about social history can easily reveal embedded racial or ethnic bias. As many Americans
know, a fine example would be the “grandfather’s clause” used in the post-
Reconstruction South to prevent blacks (newly freed from slavery) from voting, as in, one can vote only if one’s grandfather voted. This grandfather’s clause
had disparate impact on whites and blacks, and it is notable that in the last
three decades, the right-tilting U.S. Supreme Court has substantially eroded
“disparate impact” as grounds for challenging the constitutional standing of
a law.
In the contemporary world of Japan, how might a parallel history provide
access to (or denial of ) voting rights—or marriage eligibility? Japanese parents spend several hundred million dollars every year paying detectives to

ascertain information on whether their marriage-age children should either
break off an engagement or marry. Why?
The Burakumin of Japan are a pariah caste at the base of Japanese culture and social stratification, and have occupied the bottom rung for over
1,200 years! The Japanese, like the Swedes and the Icelanders, are meticulously good, even rabid, record keepers. So they have birth records that
go back several hundred years. The Burakumin were restricted to living in
their own cordoned-off villages u
 ntil the Meiji reforms of 1868–71, when the
Tokugawa-era laws w
 ere overturned. Japanese birth records reveal not just
when one was born, but with further research, one can use the koseki (birth
certificates for every Japanese, with more info than a U.S. certificate), to find
out where one’s parents were born. So the Japanese hire researchers to surreptitiously (and illegally, since Meiji times) access the koseki and thus are
able to trace back two, three, or even four generations of direct ancestry. This
comes in handy, even in t oday’s Japan, where parents of young c ouples who
want to get married hire detectives (at a cost of over several hundred million
dollars annually) to trace the koseki—to make certain that their offspring do
not marry a Burakumin.
Now imagine that the Japanese could concoct an algorithm that could do
such tracing and embed koseki information into voter eligibility. It would be
the equivalent of our grandfather’s clause but disguised as simply a neutral
technology for tracing voter eligibility. Unless one knows about the history
of the Burakumin, that machinery could be characterized as “neutral” by a
computer programmer . . . and the embedded bias would be invisible without knowledge of Japanese history.
There is a parallel in the United States. Republican governors across a
dozen states have pushed for voter registration that restricts access based
upon “neutral” conditions such as state-issued identification cards with photos. All that would appear neutral to a computer programmer, oblivious to
systemic and voter suppression strategies designed to intimidate or restrict
black voters, overwhelmingly in the South, g oing back to the Jim Crow laws
of the post-Reconstruction. A disproportionate number of blacks were affected by the grandfather’s voting eligibility—just as a disproportionate
number of blacks are affected by the “neutrality” of state-issued ids, but oh
so much more subtly. Disparate impact was blatant in the law that required
evidence that one’s grandfather had voted but has been “neutrally” disguised
in photo id laws. The answer to the question posed at the outset? Robots
and algorithms can be as racist as the designers of the generated computer
programs. Captivating Technology examines just such hidden interconnecxii )	Troy Duster

tions of seemingly neutral technologies, disentangling and identifying the
social and historical, illuminating how and why it infuses the not-so-neutral
“machinery.”
Note

1. Nicole Perlroth, Michael Wines, and Matthew Rosenberg, “Russian Election
Hacking Efforts, Wider Than Previously Known, Draw Little Scrutiny,” New York Times,
September 1, 2017, accessed January 25, 2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/0
 1/us
/politics/russia-election-h
 acking.html.
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Introduction
discriminatory design,
liberating imagination
Ruha Benjamin

All paradises, all utopias are designed by who is not there, by the people who
are not allowed in.
—t oni morrison
What is so astonishing about the fact that our prisons resemble our factories,
schools, military bases, and hospitals—all of which in turn resemble prisons?
—m ichel foucault

Technology captivates.
Capturing bodies. Dashcams on the front of police vehicles recording
traffic stops turned deadly, as with the arrest of Sandra Bland on a Texas
highway. Robot cranes reaching thirty feet in the air, monitoring images and
heat signatures throughout Camden, New Jersey, deepening police occupation of impoverished neighborhoods.1 Crime prediction algorithms labeling
black defendants “higher risk” than their white counterparts, reinforcing
popular stereotypes of criminality and innocence behind a veneer of objectivity.2 Electronic ankle monitors wrapping around the limbs of thousands
of people as they await trial or serve parole . . . an “attractive alternative” to
cages, more humane and cost-effective than jails, we are told. Tools, in this
way, capture more than just p
 eople’s bodies. They also capture the imagination, offering technological fixes for a wide range of social problems.
Electronic tracking and location systems are part of a growing suite of
interventions dubbed “technocorrections.”3 Indeed, these interventions

come bubble wrapped in rhetoric about correcting, not just individuals, but
social disorders such as poverty and crime. In the first-ever report analyzing the impact of electronic monitoring of youth in California, we learn that
e-monitoring entails a combination of onerous and arbitrary rules that end up
forcing young people back into custody for “technical violations.” 4 Attractive
fixes, it turns out, produce new opportunities for youth to violate the law
and, thereby, new grounds for penalizing them. But perhaps this is the
point? Could it be that we don’t need technocorrections to make us secure,
that we need social insecurity to justify technocorrections?5
Captivating Technology examines how the management, control, and “correction” of poor and racialized people provide the raison d’être for investing
in discriminatory designs.6 The volume aims to contribute to a long-standing
sociological concern with structures of inequality. These “default settings” encompass legal, economic, and now computer codes, and move past an individual’s intention to discriminate, by focusing analysis on how technoscience
reflects and reproduces social hierarchies, w
 hether wittingly or not. From
credit-scoring algorithms to workplace monitoring systems, novel techniques
and devices are shown to routinely build upon and deepen inequality.7 Racist
and classist forms of social control, in this sense, are not limited to obvious
forms of incarceration and punishment; rather, they entail what sociologist
Carla Shedd calls a “carceral continuum” that scales over prison walls.8
Even what is now popularly known as the “prison industrial complex” is
vaster than most of us realize. As the editors of Captive Genders Eric Stanley
and Nat Smith catalog, it includes “[i]immigration enters, juvenile justice
facilities, county jails, holding rooms, court rooms, sheriffs’ offices, psychiatric institutes,” along with an extensive set of social relations that include
“prison labor, privatized prisons, prison guard unions, food suppliers, telephone companies, commissary suppliers, uniform producers, and beyond,
the carceral landscape overwhelms.”9 Indeed, the enormity of the terrain is
overwhelming, especially for those individuals, families, and communities
that are caught in the crosshairs of this carceral regime.10 But what the following pages reveal is that the sticky web of carcerality extends even further,
into the everyday lives of those who are purportedly free, wrapping around
hospitals, schools, banks, social ser
vice agencies, humanitarian organ
izations, shopping malls, and the digital service economy.11 Technology is
not just a bystander that happens to be at the scene of the crime; it actually
aids and abets the process by which carcerality penetrates social life. It does
so, in part, because technoscientific approaches seem to “fix” the problem of
human bias when it comes to a wide range of activities. But as law profes2)
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sor Patricia J. Williams insists with respect to color-blind interventions more
broadly, “the application of such quick fixes becomes not just a shortcut but
a short-circuiting of the process.”12 And while there is some hope for broad-
based solidarity precisely b
 ecause of how far-reaching carceral logics are,
racialized groups continue to pay a much higher price for this failure to deal
squarely with the deep currents of social life.

the new jim code
So how should we understand the duplicity of technological fixes—
purported solutions that nevertheless sediment existing hierarchies? First, it
is important to reckon with the way that emerging technologies can reinforce
interlocking forms of discrimination, especially when we presume they are
insulated from human influence. This insidious combination of coded bias
and imagined objectivity is what I call the New Jim Code—innovation that enables social containment while appearing fairer than discriminatory practices
of a previous era. This riff on Michelle Alexander’s The New Jim Crow considers how the reproduction of racist forms of social control in successive institutional forms (slavery, Jim Crow, ghettoization, mass incarceration), now
entails a crucial sociotechnical component that hides not only the nature of
domination, but allows it to penetrate every facet of social life.
As I have argued elsewhere, these “postracial upgrades appear necessary
and even empowering, which is precisely what makes them so effective at
exacerbating inequality. . . . In this way it is a kind of racial minimalism that
allows for more and more racist violence to be less and less discernable.”13
Thus, truly transformative abolitionist projects must seek an end to carcerality in all its forms, from the state-sanctioned exercise of social control à
la Big Brother, to everyday forms of surveillance that people engage in as
workers, employers, consumers, and neighbors à la little brother.14 Taken
together, such an approach rests upon an expansive understanding of the
“carceral” that attends to the institutional and imaginative underpinnings of
oppressive systems.
Indeed, abolishing the carceral continuum requires investment in a continuum of alternatives to address the many social problems that the prison
industry is tasked with managing but, thereby, perpetuates. In the words of
Angela Y. Davis, the aim is not “prisonlike substitutes for the prison, such as
house arrest safeguarded by electronic surveillance bracelets. Rather, positing decarceration as our overarching strategy, we would try to envision a
continuum of alternatives to imprisonment—demilitarization of schools,
Introduction
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revitalization of education at all levels, a health system that provides free
physical and mental care to all, and a justice system based on reparation and
reconciliation rather than retribution and vengeance.”15 A colossal undertaking indeed! This is why nothing short of the “creation of new institutions
that lay claim to space now occupied by the prison” and all of its carceral
antennae and appendages can form the basis of genuine social transformation. To that end, this discussion aims to buoy the vital scholarly and activist
investment in abolition and transformative justice by offering the first sustained analysis of the carceral dimensions of emerging technologies across a
wide range of social arenas.
The central questions animating the text are: Who and what are fixed in
place to enable innovation in science and technology? What social groups
are classified, corralled, coerced, and capitalized upon so o thers are f ree to
tinker, experiment, design, and engineer the future? How are novel technologies deployed in carceral approaches to governing life well beyond the
domain of policing? This book also asks: To what end do we imagine? How
can innovation in terms of our political, cultural, and social norms work
toward freedom? How might technoscience be appropriated and reimagined
for more liberatory ends? Ultimately, this volume is about what p
 eople can
do, are doing about it. From Frederick Douglass to Dorothy E. Roberts, African diasporic artists to black feminist abolitionists, the following pages also
explore visions of fashioning the world in radically diff erent ways.

discriminatory design
In rethinking the relationship between technology and society, a more expansive conceptual tool kit is necessary, one that bridges science and technology studies (sts) and critical race studies, two fields not often put in direct
conversation. This hybrid approach illuminates not only how society is impacted
by technological development, as techno-determinists would argue, but
how social norms, policies, and institutional frameworks shape a context
that make some technologies appear inevitable and others impossible. This
process of mutual constitution wherein technoscience and society shape one
another is called coproduction.16
In her book Dark Matters, for example, sociologist Simone Browne
examines how surveillance technologies coproduce notions of blackness,
explaining that “surveillance is nothing new to black folks”; from slave ships
and slave patrols to airport security checkpoints and stop-and-frisk policing practices, she points to the “facticity of surveillance in black life.”17 Chal4)
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lenging a technologically determinist approach, she argues that instead of
“seeing surveillance as something inaugurated by new technologies . . . to
see it as ongoing is to insist that we factor in how racism and anti-blackness
undergird and sustain the intersecting surveillances of our present order.”18
Antiblack racism, in this context, is not only a by-product, but a precondition
for the fabrication of such technologies—antiblack imagination put to work.
A coproductionist analysis calls for more than technological or scientific
literacy, but a more far-reaching sociotechnical imaginary that examines not
only how the technical and social components of design are intertwined, but
also imagines how they might be configured differently.19 To extricate carceral imaginaries and their attending logics and practices from our institutions, we will also have to free up our own thinking and question many of our
starting assumptions, even the idea of “crime” itself.
Take, for instance, a parody project that begins by subverting the antiblack
logics embedded in new high-tech approaches to crime prevention. Instead of
using predictive policing techniques to forecast street crime, the White Collar
Crime Early Warning System flips the script by creating a heat map that flags
city blocks where financial crimes are likely to occur.20 The system brings not
only the hidden, but no less deadly, crimes of capitalism into view, but includes
an app that alerts users when they enter high-risk areas to encourage “citizen
policing and awareness.”21 Taking it one step further, the development team
is working on a facial recognition program to flag individuals who are likely
perpetrators, and the training set used to design the algorithm includes the
profile photos of 7,000 corporate executives downloaded from the popular
professional networking site LinkedIn. Not surprisingly, the “average” face of
a criminal is white and male. To be sure, creative exercises like this are only
comical if we ignore the fact that all of its features are drawn directly from
actually existing proposals and practices “in the real world,” including the use
of facial images to predict criminality.22
By deliberately and inventively upsetting the status quo in this manner,
analysts can better understand and expose the many forms of discrimination
embedded in and enabled by technology. In fact, the late legal scholar Derrick A. Bell encouraged just this—a radical assessment of reality through creative methods and racial reversals, insisting that “[t]o see t hings as they r eally
are, you must imagine them for what they might be.”23
Discriminatory design, moreover, is a conceptual lens to investigate how
social biases get coded, not only in laws and policies, but in many different
objects and tools that we use in everyday life. Consider public benches designed with intermittent armrests that make it impossible to lie down. For
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the typical passerby, the inconvenience is negligible. But for a person who
is homeless, it is another concrete reminder of one’s denigrated status as
“human refuse,” kept out of sight, out of mind through techniques of “invisibilization.”24 Discriminatory design finds expression, too, in the spiked
corners of luxury flats in London,25 single-occupancy benches in Helsinki,
and caged public seating in France.26 In the last case, public criticism was
swift and fierce, forcing city officials to remove the benches almost right away,
demonstrating how everyday p
 eople can and should resist discriminatory
designs as antithetical to the common good.
To illustrate how much of public life has been effectively privatized, German artist Fabian Brunsing created a metered bench that requires the user
to pay in order for the spikes to retreat into the seat. Brunsing’s artwork reminds us that, although discrimination may no longer be expressed in the
form of “Whites Only” signs hanging in storefronts or painted on the back
of benches as they once w
 ere, seemingly neutral “pay to use” policies enforce
social boundaries and deepen inequities nonetheless. The metering of public
life is evident in education, health care, policing, and more, where public
goods that are nominally for everyone are structurally restrictive because
historic and ongoing processes of discrimination ensure some people can
easily feed the meter while others must contend with the spikes.
Keep in mind that well before eighteen-year-old Michael Brown was
murdered by Officer Darren Wilson in the streets of Ferguson, Missouri, the
municipality was exacting a pernicious form of economic terrorism by targeting the predominantly black citizenry for fees and fines in the millions
of dollars. As one observer put it, “It’s easy to see the drama of a fatal police
shooting, but harder to understand the complexities of municipal finances
that created many thousands of hostile encounters, one of which turned
fatal.”27 Like an ordinary park bench enforcing the line between wanted and
unwanted, public policies overseeing the most mundane aspects of social life
act like so many skewers, violently prodding those who cannot pay up.
This metering of social life is a key feature of the carceral infrastructure
that extends well beyond prison bars. It contributed to the tragic death of
Sandra Bland, who was charged $5,000 in bail, and thereby skewered by a
punitive apparatus, which t hose with means could have walked away from.
According to a federal study, there are over half a million people sitting in
city and county jails who have not been convicted of a crime.28 In 2016 alone
there were over eight hundred documented fatalities among those in lockup
because they could not post bail29—a form of “premature death” that politi
cal geographer Ruth Wilson Gilmore defines as a key feature of racist state
6)
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violence.30 And considering that a meter is a measurement tool, whether it is
metered benches or metered public policies, the pervasive use of this technology to govern public life signifies a perverse calculus of human worth.

ferguson is the f uture
It started with a captivating image, then a question.
As the rebellion following the murder of eighteen-year-old Michael Brown
in Ferguson, Missouri, was u
 nder way in the summer of 2015, I came across a
photo online (figure i.1) that arrested my attention. It showed a wall with the
words Ferguson Is the F uture spray-painted on the side.31 A future, I wondered, of
militarized police who terrorize residents using technologies of war or a future
of courageous communities who demand dignity and justice using technologies of communication? The uncertainty, I think, is what we make of it.
Ultimately, these four words served as a catalyst for a symposium I co-
organized with Moya Bailey and Ayana Jamieson, which we called “Ferguson
Is the Future: Incubating Alternative Worlds through Arts, Activism, and
Scholarship.” This book, however, did not grow directly out of that gathering
in the conventional way that talks turn into chapters; in fact, only four of
the contributors (Benjamin, Gaskins, Nelson, and Roberts) participated in
the symposium. Rather, the inspiration came from a less direct source—a
question posed to the last panel by my colleague, legal and cultural studies
scholar Imani Perry. In characteristic fashion, she pushed the conversation
in a direction it had not yet gone:
The question I have is about technology. . . . I was thinking about
technologies like bullets and tanks and the weapons trade as a technology. One of the things that was so remarkable about Ferguson and why
it captured the imagination is that people, with their flesh, confronted
technologies of domination and stood in front of them. And so the
question I have is about the ethical relationship to technology. It can
be a tool for incredible imaginative exploration, but it is unquestionably the mechanism of our domination in the current era. And so how
do we, particularly given how we are all implicated in technologies of
domination . . . how do we all think about how to grapple with our
relationship to these tools?32
Of all the incredible insights that grew out of “Ferguson Is the Future,” this
question lingered the longest for me because of the way it forces a clear-
eyed view of the life-and-death stakes of technoscience. It does not permit a
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figure i.1. “Ferguson Is the Future.” Photo by Paul Sableman.
Source: Flickr.com. Image reproduced through Creative Commons.

Twitter-friendly, formulaic response, but acts as an ongoing provocation that
forces all those who seek to intervene in the deadly status quo to think anew
about how to navigate material and ethical minefields. Captivating Technology offers one way forward—mapping technologies of domination that are
often far more elusive than the bullets and teargas that meet protestors on
the streets of U.S. cities, while pointing to alternative geographies where the
very idea of “what tools are essential” for multispecies flourishing can engender ongoing experimentation and justice-oriented design.

radio imagination
This text engages with a number of foundational thinkers who have worked to
develop an ethically grounded and sociologically informed orientation t oward
science and technology,33 as well as more recent scholarship that explores
how racial logics enter labs, clinics, public policies, pedagogies, and discourses about technoscience.34 Whereas an overwhelming focus of previous
work is on genetics and the life sciences more broadly, a number of scholars
have broadened this emphasis to investigate the ways that racial and gender
norms and hierarchies impact everything from basic health care to artificial
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intelligence.35 Some of the most exciting developments in this arena go on to
articulate ideas for how to construct technoscience differently.36
Also crucial for this discussion is scholarship that examines how science
and technology operate through, with, and against policing, prisons, and
carceral systems.37 A key feature of this work is the understanding that racialized groups are not only the objects of harm and neglect, but that the
meaning and power of racial hierarchies are enacted through technoscientific
processes. In a particularly disquieting example, Anne Pollock examines
the case of the Scott sisters, whose dual life sentences were commuted by
the governor of Mississippi on the condition that Gladys Scott donate a kidney to her ailing sister, Jamie.38 Pollock shows how “[b]eing eligible to contribute a bodily resource can enact membership in a group, be it family or
state. . . . In the United States, prison is not just a metaphor for power and
control, but a potent way of organizing bodies in space, and constituting and
depriving citizenship.” The biomedical fix of organ transplantation is one of
many techniques in which the rights, responsibilities, and coercive possibilities of political membership get enacted.
In attending to the underside of technoscience, the contributors to this
volume remain attuned to the groans of bondage that echo whenever and
wherever “liberty rings.” Together, our aim is to cultivate what Octavia E.
Butler called “the kind of imagination that hears . . . radio imagination.”39
Radio imagination, as offered here, serves as a methodological touchstone
for ethical engagement with technoscience, where the zeal for making new
things is tempered by an ability to listen to the sounds and stories of p
 eople
and things already made. In the broadest sense, at stake is the category
 ho rents it, tills
“human” itself 40—who defines it, inherits it, wields it . . . w
it, toils for it . . . who gets expelled from it, buried under it, or drowned as
they risk everything to inhabit it?

reviving humanity
The rhetoric of human betterment that surrounds technoscience is not
only a shiny veneer that hides complexity and camouflages destructive pro
cesses. This feel-good grammar also makes it difficult to recognize, much
less intervene in, the deadly status quo. Addressing such distortions, including the lack of attention to race in theorizing new technologies, black studies
scholar Alexander Weheliye joins a wide range of thinkers who challenge the
“liberal humanist figure of Man.” 41 His intervention builds on black feminist theorizations of the h
 uman, particularly the work of Sylvia Wynter, who
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posits different “genres” of humanity that include “full h
 umans, not-quite
humans, and nonhumans,” 42 through which racial, gendered, and colonial
hierarchies are encoded as natural distinctions. As literary scholar Zakiyyah
Jackson aptly explains in her synthesis of an alternative genealogy of posthumanist thought, one that foregrounds Wynter, Frantz Fanon, and Aime
Cesaire, “the figure ‘man’ . . . is a technology of slavery and colonialism that
imposes its authority over ‘the universal’ through a racialized deployment
of force.” 43 And as several of the chapters in this volume make clear, fiction
writing and other creative works offer some of the most compelling post-
postracial visions for challenging entrenched social hierarchies in a way that
do not flatten differences.
In their engagement with speculative fiction writer Octavia E. Butler,
scholars Bailey and Jamieson explain how this “work concerns itself with the
human problem, with the ways that h
 umans’ dual nature as both intelligent
and hierarchical beings dooms them/us to destruction in an infinite number
of ways.” 44 A bleak vision, yes, but only if we decide not to activate a radio
imagination that listens for and signals other ways of being human. In short,
a black feminist approach to posthumanism and all of its technoscientific
promises is not about including the oppressed in the fold of (Western liberal)
humanism or about casting out humanism writ large, but about abolishing
one particular genre that, by definition, dominates and devours all others.
Ultimately, it is an approach to world-building in which myriad life forms
can flourish.45
If, as argued, the rhetoric of h
 uman betterment distorts an understanding of the multifaceted interplay between technology and society, then a
thoroughgoing commitment to justice has the potential to clarify and inspire
possibilities for designing this relationship anew. Justice, in this sense, is not
a static value but an ongoing methodology that can and should be incorporated into design processes. As JafariNaimi and colleagues powerfully contend, “we develop the value justice by testing and observing the work that the
justice hypothesis does in various situations, and we recognize situations as
just or unjust through reference to this learning.” 46 As such, a justice-oriented
approach to science and technology should not be limited to calls for “inclusion” as a vague multicultural platitude. Nor is it only about ensuring that
a wide cross section of humanity can “access” technological goods and ser
vices. A fixation with barcodes, a fter all, has a way of barring more radical
possibilities. As just one example of tech growth prompting socioeconomic
decline, the rapid development of Silicon Valley has contributed to an alarming homeless rate in East Palo Alto, a predominantly black and Latino area
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where more than one-third of schoolchildren now face housing instability.47
How, then, might we craft a justice-oriented approach to technoscience?48 It
starts with questioning breathless claims of techno-utopianism, rethinking
what counts as innovation, remaining alert to the ways that race and other
hierarchies of difference get embedded in the creation of new designs, and
ultimately refashioning the relationship between technology and society by
prioritizing justice and equity.

refashioning race and technology
As it turns out, the process of refashioning the relationship between race and
technology may entail actual fashion. Hyphen-L abs, an international team of
women of color working at the intersection of technology, art, science, and
futurism,49 is experimenting with a wide array of subversive designs, including earrings for recording police altercations, and visors and other clothing
that prevent facial recognition, all part of their Not Safe as Fuck project.
Interestingly, Hyphen-L abs created a neurocosmetology lab that creatively
employs “hair braid electrodes to stimulate an increased flow of concentration,”50 which finds its pedagogical counterpart in the work of researchers
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (rpi) led by one of the volume contributors, Ron Eglash, who are developing culturally situated design tools. One of
the rpi projects, Cornrow Curves, focuses on “the underlying mathematical and computational thinking involved in cornrow braiding . . . [which]
aligns with the mathematician’s sense of fractal patterns as iterative scaling,
and a computer scientist’s sense of algorithm.”51 Cornrow Curves is part of a
broader community informatics initiative, which is recasting what counts as
technoscience and who we think of as innovators.52 In the process, the creative, even beautiful dimensions of liberatory design abound!
Finally, you the reader are encouraged to explore the edges of your own
imagination—the border patrols o thers have imposed, as well as the monitoring systems you may have installed yourself, including t hose gatekeepers
squatting in the nooks and crannies of your thinking, forcing you down certain pathways and telling you to avoid others. How can we expect to change
social structures when we continue to nurture the same habits of mind in our
mental structures? Reflecting on mass incarceration and abolition, A
 ngela Y.
Davis advises, “Dangerous limits have been placed on the very possibility of imagining alternatives. These ideological limits have to be contested. We have to
begin to think in different ways. Our future is at stake.”53 Davis reminds us
that the carceral imagination limits not only our beings and bodies, but also
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the many fixes proposed. Captivating Technology aspires to deepen our collective understanding of the significance of imagination, drawing on anthropologist Arjun Appadurai’s formulation that imagination is
no longer mere fantasy (opium for the masses whose real work is elsewhere), no longer simple escape (from a world defined principally by
more concrete purposes and structures), no longer elite pastime (thus
not relevant to the lives of ordinary people), and no longer mere contemplation (irrelevant for new forms of desire and subjectivity), the
imagination has become an organized field of social practices, a form
of work (both in the sense of labor and culturally organized practice)
and a form of negotiation. . . . T
 he imagination is now central to all
forms of agency, is itself a social fact, and is the key component of the
new global order.54
The task, then, is to challenge not only forms of discriminatory design in our
inner and outer lives, but to work with others to imagine and create alternatives to the techno quo—business as usual when it comes to technoscience—as
part of a larger struggle to materialize collective freedoms and flourishing. If,
as emphasized in this book, the carceral imagination captures and contains,
then a liberatory imagination opens up possibilities and pathways, creates
new templates, and builds on a black radical tradition that has continually
developed insights and strategies grounded in justice.

onward!
The book is organized into three parts, beginning with traditional sites of
carcerality “from plantation to prison,” followed by more hidden arenas of
carceral technoscience “from Facebook to fast fashion,” and culminating in
a sustained focus on justice-oriented approaches to science and technology
“from abolitionists to Afrofuturists.” This flow takes the reader from more familiar terrain, cast h
 ere in a new light, to less familiar territory, with a focus
on continuities and discontinuities with the former. The final part blends the
historical, speculative, and biographical to engender new connections that
will hopefully inspire justice-oriented experiments in thinking and praxis
that even we, the contributors, could not predict.
Part I, “Carceral Techniques from Plantation to Prison,” examines the
entanglement of succoring and suffering, in which forms of supervision
and control typically associated with policing and punishment are incorporated in the health management of subordinate populations. Conversely,
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techniques of prediction and prevention that animate novel approaches to
“precision medicine” are shown to infuse the work of police and prisons.
Each chapter grapples with the dialectic between helping and harming and
illuminates the spatial logics of racial containment on plantations (Rusert),
sanatoriums (Perreira), prisons (Hatch), urban neighborhoods (Miller), and
fictional futurescapes (Scannell). Geographic space serves as a seemingly
neutral proxy for the control of racialized populations; “places not people” are
the focus (read: target), we are told. But w
 hether it is the southern plantation,
black ghetto, Brazilian favela, South African township, Palestinian territory,
Indian slum, or now, algorithmically confirmed “hot spots” of crime and sickness, geographic and racial imaginaries remain deeply intertwined, the former
naturalizing the latter, whereby “desirable” and “undesirable” serve as euphemistic codes for valuable and disposable people.
Part II, “Surveillance Systems from Facebook to Fast Fashion,” investigates the relationship between surveillance and conceptions of the social
good, where the latter encompasses the digital service economy (Poster),
financial health (Nopper), child safety (Thakor), and a wide array of workplaces (Van Oort). Subjugation, after all, is hardly ever the explicit objective
of science and technology; instead, noble aims such as “health” and “safety”
serve as a kind of moral prophylactic for newfangled forms of social control.
Each chapter traces how the twin processes of classification and containment
extend well beyond the domain of policing, employing novel techniques offered as innovative solutions to entrenched social problems. Each demonstrates how such fixes encode inequity, and in many cases obscure racist logics
and assumptions built into their design, ultimately making it more difficult to
challenge and demand accountability.
Part III, “Retooling Liberation from Abolitionists to Afrofuturists,” examines how those who are “fixed” by science and technology actively ap
propriate and reimagine technoscience for liberatory ends. While the first
two parts of the book also explore different forms of resistance that take
shape under oppressive conditions, this section focuses squarely on efforts
to retool the relationship between science, technology, and social justice
(Eglash, Gaskins, and Roth). This focus is guided by sociologist Alondra
Nelson’s query, “at what moments and through which tactics did black communities strive to tilt the balance of authority” toward collective freedom
and flourishing?55 Tactics, yes, and also a black radical imagination of the
kind historian Robin D. G. Kelley envisions: “We must tap the well of our
own collective imaginations, that we do what earlier generations have done:
dream. . . . Without new visions we don’t know what to build, only what to
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knock down. We not only end up confused, rudderless, and cynical but we
forget that making a revolution is not a series of clever maneuvers and tactics
but a process that can and must transform us.”56 Kelley’s appeal, like that of
Nelson, Davis, and many others gone before, reminds us that radical imagination is central to refusing discriminatory design and building a just and
habitable world.
The last two chapters of this section are interviews conducted by Alondra Nelson and Ruha Benjamin, respectively, with two pioneers in the study
of science, technology, and race—Berkeley Professor Emeritus Troy Duster
and University of Pennsylvania Professor Dorothy Roberts. In classic so
ciological fashion, and consistent with Duster’s reported fondness for saying “Scratch a theory, you find a biography,”57 these conversations situate the
individual scholar within family, community, and institutions, and trace the
links between their early lives and their academic pursuits. From the headline “Black Radical Professor Attacks America” lodged against Duster to
Roberts’s experience as a young m
 other at a high-powered law firm in New
York, the reader comes to appreciate how the personal is both sociological
and political, and how such experiences shaped their intellectual interest in
the “preframe” of science and technology.
In mapping how Duster’s and Roberts’s work disrupts dominant narratives of technoscience, the interviews themselves seek to unsettle a dominant social science tenet that divorces scholars’ personal lives from their
intellectual pursuits. Instead, a liberatory approach to social studies of science, technology, and race aims to ground knowledge in the social world.
“Situating knowledge” is not only about revealing its historical and h
 uman
contingency, but ultimately aims to make technoscientific accounts of the
world accountable by excavating who, what, where, when, and why, rather
than allowing this social infrastructure to remain invisible.58 In this way,
chapters 13 and 14 offer a model of scholarship that is at once foundational
and aspirational for a new generation of thinkers who will see in the life stories of Duster and Roberts the symbiosis of everyday struggle and scholarly
insight. Ultimately, my hope is for you, the reader, to imagine and craft the
worlds you cannot live without, just as you dismantle the ones we cannot
live within.
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